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InStitchu

Hair Recovery Shampoo $27.95

Hair Recovery Foam $59.95

American Crew Hair
Recovery
Balding is the world telling you that you’ll never become the silver fox you so
achingly want to be (it's every man's dream). American Crew have tried to suppress
the level of hair leakage from the scalps of Australian men with their Hair Recovery
Shampoo and Hair Recovery Foam. They call it their Trichology range, but it
doesn’t sound that tricky really – all you do is use the shampoo to prepare the hair
for the foam. The foam aims to increase hair shaft density and prolong hair life and
extend the hair growth phase, meaning that you have stronger hair that lasts longer
for a longer duration of your life. Sounds like a credible way to give Mother Nature
the finger until you’re at an age when you’re happy to have others rub your shiny
bald head for good luck. If all else fails, there’s always spray on hair.
American Crew Trichology range is available at salons where American
Crew is sold. americancrew.com.

For many, buying a suit is a traumatic, painful
and incalculably frustrating experience. If anything
seems to fit remotely well, it’s usually way outside the
budget. Gone are the days of suits tailored to your
needs or service that ensures that the suit you buy is
one that you can afford and can fits you perfectly.
Psych!
InStitchu is trying to encapsulate the tailor suit
experience for those without a time machine or
plane ticket to South East Asia. By inputting your
own measurements and selecting the fabric, colour,
lapels, buttons, linings you want, you can create your
perfect suit. Alternatively, you can select from one
of their pre-selected styles and customise it to your
liking. The best part is creating a custom suit begins
at $199. I tried to make the craziest, most expensive
suit possible (how pretty is it!?) and it unfortunately
only came to $356. I think my coffee/negroni budget
is more than that.
institchu.com

with Lachlan Aird

St Vincent de
Paul Winter
Appeal
Winter is coming. While ours might not
be as bitter as those experienced in Westeros,
you can be sure it’ll still be bitey. Especially
for those with fragile household budgets
amidst rising energy costs. The St Vincent de
Paul Society provides assistance for those in
need, especially during winter months and
this winter they’re asking you to do something
about it too. If you have old bulky coats taking
up space in your wardrobe, consider donating
them to warm someone less fortunate. And
if you’re looking for a winter coat yourself
to keep you warm, head down to your local
Vinnies to grab something vintage that will
not only help give your wardrobe a much
needed refresh, but also give some much
needed funds to helping keep the city warm
this winter.
Visit dosomethingaboutit.org.au for
more info.

About Face:
Supermodels
Then And Now
If you think the fact that Kate Moss is 39 and babe’n enough to be the (naked) face of St Tropez tan is
truly depressing, About Face: Then And Now is the not-feel-good movie of the year. Timothy GreenfieldSanders’ documentary intimately explores opinions of beauty and aging from the perspective of the original
supermodels. The women, Isabella Rossellini, Christie Brinkley, China Machado and Carmen Dell’Orefice
among them, are now between fifty to eighty years old and, for the most part, are still smokin’. They discuss
the fashion industry (then and now), their careers, aging, plastic surgery and their own changing opinion of
beauty and aging, with industry experts, including designer Calvin Klein, also giving input. It’ll make you
a little bit humble and quite a bit jealous, but the end message reigns that no matter how beautiful you may
be, personality is most important. And personality never ages or goes out of fashion.
About Face: Supermodels Then And Now is available now from Madman.
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Saba VIP Fashion Night, 241 Rundle St / Photos by Jake Boylon
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